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What Should be
Considered When
Calculating Per Person

PROFITABILITY

What Should be Considered
When Calculating Per Person
Profitability?
When your organization is looking at an employee’s
profitability, should you also be considering their
productivity? By looking at just one metric or the other,
can your organization fully evaluate if your employees
are performing to their full potential?
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Introduction
Have a better understanding of your
resource’s actvities
As a professional services firm, the first step to having a better
understanding of your organization is to figure out how many hours
each employee needs to bill in order for the organization to be
considered profitable. To get an accurate calculation, you need
to do more than just subtract the employee’s salary from their
revenue — you also need to factor in an employee’s benefits and
company overhead costs.
Once your organization has decided which
variables need to be included in the overhead
costs, one may now calculate the cost per
employee per workable hour. This would then
be added to their hourly rate and in doing so,
your organization will have a much more accurate
calculation of your organization’s actual level of
profitability when billing a customer. Once you have
the cost per hour, you must now think about how you
should measure an employee’s results.
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Should you review an employee’s level of
productivity in parallel or instead of their
level of profitability?
This is an important question to ask within your organization as there
are activities that typically occur within an organization that could be
considered productive, but not always profitable in the short term.
In order to calculate an employee’s productivity, you need to start by looking at how many hours in a year
that your organization considers as workable hours.
One must consider that there will be hours that a salaried employee will be paid for but will not be
considered productive or billable. An employer knows that an employee cannot be profitable or billable at
all times since employees are entitled to benefits.
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An employee should not be penalized for their justifiable non-workable hours when calculating their
personal productivity rate. An organization should calculate the actual number of potential productive
hours after benefits, and the calculation would look something like this:

Number of

Available Hours to Work

40 hours per week
and 52 weeks per year

in one year for a salaried employee

2080 workable hours

Number of

3 weeks of vacation = 120 hours
10 civic holidays = 80 hours
5 sick days = 40 hours

Paid but Non-Working Hours
in one year for a salaried employee

240 of non-working hours

Total number of

1840 hours

Productive Hours in a Year

Once you have calculated the maximum number of potential productive hours that are
available in a year, the next step in your analysis should be to review which tasks should be
considered as profitable and which should be considered as productive.
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Which tasks within an organization should
be considered productive vs profitable?
Within an organization, it is expected
that there are some tasks that should be
considered as productive, but by definition
may never been seen as “profitable”.

examples of
productive BUT
non-billable activities
++ Administrative tasks
++ Business development

For example, an employee who is billable but also helps with business
development activities or completion of RFPs may receive lower
scores on their performance reviews because they were working on
something that isn’t billable but may become profitable one day.

++ Research & development
++ Customer support under warranty
or contract

This is why it is important that when you are setting up
your activities within your project accounting solution
you have the flexibility to create various levels within
your project in order to distinguish, but not penalize
for those who are productive but not technically
profitable since these are not billable activities.
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What are the obstacles if you
strictly manage by profitability?
When an organization
assigns goals that are solely
linked to profitability, you are
creating an environment that
is solely focused on shortterm profits.
If this is the case, your organization may
begin to lag in other areas since this
evaluation process does not encourage
activities such as business development.
There is also the effect that there is less
importance placed on training and personal
development which may cause your
employees to miss out on opportunities to
learn more about the latest innovations.
Finally, there may be missed opportunities
for solidifying customer loyalty since there
is less of an importance placed on basic
customer support which may not always be
100% profitable in the short-term.
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How Should You Evaluate an Employee’s
Performance?
There are some periods throughout
the year within an organization
where it is inevitable that one must
solely focus on profitability and that’s
normal.
Due to cyclical high-periods within an organization,
one should be cautious when evaluating an employee’s
profitability or productivity on a too short term. Although it
is possible to obtain this information as often as possible on
a daily or weekly basis, it is not advised since it may not be
representative of an employee’s overall performance. By
evaluating this metric over a longer period of time, either
by quarter or by year, your organization will have a better
portrait of your employee’s average performance levels.
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Typically, a well-balanced organization sets metrics other than simply if your employee is profitable and/or
productive. Most will also consider reviewing the breakdown of an employee’s time. Employers should look
at including objectives based on the breakdown of productive hours.
By breaking activities down to this level of detail, your organization will be able to set different objectives
and standards depending on the type of employee, which could in turn include different levels of
compensation and benefits that best fit your employee’s needs.
As a general rule:

75%

of an employee’s time should go
to billable hours

15%

for companies who are
proactive with programs for
employee training and personal
development

10%

to other functions that are inevitable for
billable employees (general meetings, work
with business developement as well as other
tasks that don’t fit into the latter)
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What is the Best Way to Capture This
Information?

Jovaco
Project Suite
Project Control

Jovaco
Project Suite
TEDI Timesheet

Jovaco
Project Suite
Resource Planning

Jovaco
BI
Web Reports

The ideal method to
capture and extrapolate
these metrics is through
project accounting
solution. This type of
system would enable
you to breakdown your
organization’s activities
down to individual
entries which will be
able to provide your
organiaztion with detail
needed to help gain a
better insight into your
projects and personnel.

With an integrated
timesheet capture
application will enable
your information to flow
directly to your financial
application therefore
making it possible
to extrapolate the
information you need
to have a better idea
of the profitability of a
particular employee.

A resource planning
tool will help you see
employee over and
under utilization periods
therefore making it
easier to spot future
issues. By having a
better understand of
when these downtimes
will occur, you can find
ways to prevent them
therefore helping to
maintain an employee’s
billable and productive
hours at its maximum
capacity.

Have the proper
reporting tools in place
to empower your
manager to track and
review their employees
or resources for a
particular project or
department in realtime. This will allow
the managers to make
adjustments more
quickly and be more
proactive for future
activities.
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Learn More
Per person profitability is only one aspect to your professional service business.
Learn more on other key concepts to optimizing your project-based business.

Outsmart Your

Competition

White Paper
25 brilliant ideas to outsmart your
competition with Microsoft Dynamics ERP

Bridge

Article
How to bridge the gap between your
finance and operations departments

Inter-departmental

Article
Why should you track
inter-departmental profitability

the Gap

Profitability
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About JOVACO
JOVACO is a leader in the implementation and integration of
project-based solutions for the past 30 years, with a complete
range of project accounting tools that are fully integrated to
Microsoft Dynamics GP and Dynamics CRM to meet the needs
of project-centric organizations.
JOVACO Solutions can help you better understand your
project profitability by customer, department or company.
Have the insight into your organization’s operations with the
right tools to capture and update your project information.

Twitter
LinkedIn
Facebook

With advanced functionalities for time capture, you will be
assured of the integrity of your information that is being
entered into the system and will reduce the amount of time
required for entering and adjusting entries. Bridge the gap
between your finance and operations departments with a
resource planning tool for project managers to be able to
more efficiently manage their projects. Based on a solid
project accounting solution fully integrated to Microsoft
Dynamics GP.
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jovaco.com
6555, Metropolitain E, Suite 302, Montreal (QC) H1P 3H3
+ 1 514 323-3535 + 1 888 988-3535
solutions@jovaco.com

